[Interspecies allometric scaling in pharmacokinetics of drugs].
Allometric scaling is an empirical examination of the relationships between the pharmacokinetic parameters and size (usually body weight, ratio of organ- and body weight, breathing number, etc.). Interspecies pharmacokinetics tend to approximate, the organism, as the sum of organs and tissues according to material balance. The allometric equations for the pharmacokinetic parameters were applied to scale the data with respect to pharmacokinetic time and remove the chronological time dependency. When the data of at least three species are available, the pharmacokinetic parameters can be fit according to body weight in log-log regression. Allometric scaling is not applicable in all cases, only when the selected species has similar physiological behaviour, such as protein-binding, metabolism, etc. Valuable information for the evaluation of the effect and the biopharmaceutical characteristics may emerge from more creative data analysis based on all result collected during the preclinical evaluation of a new drug. Author examined the applicability of the interspecies scaling method in the case of a new drug depogen, using drotaverin as reference. The pharmacokinetic data were collected from mouse, rat and dog and during the evaluation human data were applied too. The usual pharmacokinetic parameters were determined (MRT, MAT, beta, etc.), the results of allometric analysis were collected and the standard deviation of measured and calculated values were given.